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1. Introduction 
Nowadays the efficient resource management is an important problem of the 
national economy, mainly in the case of expensive resources. The resources handled 
by the operating systems of computers are expensive enough, therefore their optimum 
usage is an important problem. 
The solution may be the proper choose of resource management strategies, on 
the other hand the economical avoidance of deadlock situations. 
The deadlock state is a special, undesirable state of the resource management 
systems, in which some processes executed simultaneously in the computer get 
deadlocked by their requests, and there is no way to destroy this situation without 
external interference. An expressive example could be those processes (Px and P2), 
which want to transmit data between two tape units (Ry and R2), Px from R1 to 
R2 and P2 f rom R2 to R1. Assume a state in which P j holds R1 and P2 holds 
R2, and both request the not acquired units. Then the requests will remain unsatisfied 
forever, because none of them can release the already acquired resources, and so 
Pl and P¿ are deadlocked, and the system is in deadlock state. 
In simpler systems both the detection and elimination of deadlock were the 
operator's duty, but in great systems this way seems to be rather unefficient. It is 
advisable to entrust this work to the computer, which can make a decision on the 
basis of theoretically established algorithms. Unfortunately the time requirement of 
procedures developed for detection and prevention is great enough, and thereby 
the efforts made for rentability cannot achieve the expected results. The new method 
described in this paper guaranties a smaller time complexity, and has some other 
advantages, too. 
2. The system 
The system can be described after [3] with the triple RMS=<5', P, R), where 
S= {S,, ..., S2} is the set of system states, P—{P1, ..., P„} is the set of processes, 
and R={RX, ..., Rm} is the set of resources. Process P; is a partial function 
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(P,-: S—2s), because it can perform request, aquisition and release operations leading 
the system from state S, into a set of states. Processes can interact explicitly, for 
example by exchanging messages, or implicitly, for example by competing for 
physical objects such as tape drives. Both types of interaction may cause the blocked 
state of processes, and they can be modelled by means of resources. The resources 
modelling the implicit interaction are called reusable resources, because after their 
request, acquisition and release by processes they are available again, and can be 
used in further cases. The resources modelling the explicit interaction are called 
consumable resources, because the message receiver process consumes (acquires) 
the resource produced (released) by the sender process after having requested it, 
and the consumed unit will never be available for other processes again. Moreover 
assume, that Rt has /•; units, where /•, is infinitely large for consumable resources. 
The system states can be unambigously characterized by the number of resource 
units requested and acquired by processes, and can be illustrated by a directed 
bipartite graph [2, 3, 5, 6], where the nodes are from PUR, and the edges lead 
either from a P node to an R node or vice versa with the meaning: 
1. Pi-~Rj is a request edge indicating that P, requests one unit from Rj\ 
2. Rj—Pi is an acquisition edge indicating that Pf holds one unit of Rj. 
3. Deadlock strategies 
If we do not influence the resource operations of Pt, and we have no information 
about the future requirement of P,, then deadlock can always occur at the next 
step, which is to be detected and eliminated. The detection methods [1, 2, 3, 5, 6] 
decide, whether S, is a deadlock state or not, and they are based on the following 
consideration: if there is a sequence, in which the processes can terminate their 
work one after the other from the state 5/ — assuming that none of them will require 
more resources — S, is not a deadlock state, because the former sequence is a possible 
state transition order. The time complexity of algorithms is not polinomial in general 
resource systems, where the resources are of both types. For reusable resources the 
algorithms require only mn steps, but the important consumable resources cannot 
be considered. The most complicated system, with mn time complexity of detec-
tion algorithm may have consumable resources, too, but with immediate allocation 
(all grantable requests to such resources are immediately fulfilled) [6]. There are effi-
cient detection algorithms for restricted systems, too, but unfortunately with the same 
time complexity. 
In the case of deadlock prevention we prohibit certain acquisition operations 
by means of information about the maximum claim of every Pt for all resources. 
We permit the acquisition in state St, when the maximum claim state S,max 
(processes request their whole claim) is not a deadlock state, otherwise we prohibit 
this operation. 
The deadlock avoidance is the simplest method for solving the deadlock problem. 
It means that the fulfillment of the necessary condition of deadlock should never 
allowed, since one can decide a priori, whether the system will reach a deadlock 
state or not. Often we use maximum claim information, too. The necessary condition 
of deadlock by [2, 3, 5] is the presence of at least one directed cycle in the graph 
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representing the state. Later we will show, that there exist more efficient necessary 
conditions used in the new statistical method. 
There are mixed solutions for the deadlock problem, which apply different 
strategies for different parts of the system [4, 6]. 
4. Necessary conditions of deadlock 
Deadlock can occur due to one resource (reusable or consumable) and due to 
more resources. We will divide the necessary conditions accordingly. 
Let J? be a reusable resource with r units requested and/or acquired by the 
processes P1,...,P„ with pl,...,p„ units (p^O). The necessary condition 
n 
of deadlock on R is: 2 Pi=i'+n. To prove the expression assume, that the in-
¡=i 
equality is false. Then the number of edges directed to and from R is less than 
r+n. In the worst case all units of R are assigned to processes, and the remaining 
n — 1 edges are requests. If we assume, that all the edges are directed from different 
processes to R (it is the worst case again), then there must be a process, say Pt, 
holding resources only. So we can find a sequence of processes beginning with Pt, 
in which all of the processes can terminate (not requiring more resources), and the 
state is deadlock-free. 
Let R be a consumable resource produced (held) by ..., Pn. The necessary 
condition of deadlock on R is, that every process requests the units of R To prove 
this statement assume, that there is at least one process producing R only. This 
process can produce an arbitrary number of units, thus all the others can terminate, 
and so the state is deadlock-free. 
After the previous examinations we may consider at most two edges only between 
two arbitrary nodes, say Pt and Rj \ Pt — Rj and Pt. The necessary condi-
tion due to more resources is the presence of at least one directed cycle in the graph 
representing the examined state, including at least four nodes. To prove the former 
statement first we show, that a directed cycle in the graph is necessary. It is obvious, 
because without directed cycles in the graph we can make a queue from nodes, in 
which the edges from the A:-th element are directed to the previous ones only. At the 
same time this order is a proper sequence of processes, in which they can terminate. 
Cycles appear through odd number of nodes only, but the cycles with two nodes 
are unimportant for us, because these ones were examined at the deadlock due to 
one resource. Therefore we can restrict the necessary condition for cycles including 
more than two nodes. 
Contrary to [2, 5] the above necessary conditions permit directed cycles in the 
graph, when the conditions of deadlock due to one resource are satisfied. 
5. The statistical method 
Opposite to the former methods this strategy considers the system being 
determined by statistical information about its antecedents up to the moment of 
examination, and gives an approximate estimation about the existence of deadlock. 
We can assign a number vt (O^y.-ssl) to every process and resource — the protec-
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tion degree of Pt or Rt —, and h>; as the counterpart of vt (w, = l — uf). The 
protection degree of a process or resource depends on its importance and value. 
Really W; means the maximum allowed probability of coming the i-th node into 
a deadlock. The strategy examines the occurrence probability of deadlock on the 
basis of statistical information until this probability is smaller than the smallest 
W; of all processes and resources concerned. If it is successful, then the deadlock 
occurrence probability is surely smaller than permitted, because it is surely smaller 
than the occurrence probability of necessary condition. 
This strategy can be applied for detection and prevention, too, combined with 
detection algorithms, because deadlock can occur even if the deadlock occurrence 
probability is smaller than permitted, and naturally it is to be detected and recovered. 
At the application for detectional purposes we decide whether the prescribed protec-
tions can be satisfied or not — after the execution of a request or acquisition opera-
tion — in the future, too, and the exact detection algorithm is used accordingly. 
At the application for preventional purposes we examine the possible effects of 
acquisition before every acquisition operation, and we permit it, if the prescibed 
protections can be satisfied after the change, too. Naturally deadlock can occur in 
this case, too (with a small probability), thus the use of detection algorithms is necessary 
from time to time. 
First of all let us see the statistical data needed for the decision. To gather 
them it is advisable to join the sampling of states with the resource operations, 
since in such cases there is a need for other administration activities, too. Let M be 
the operation counter with the initial value of zero, which is incremented by every 
operation. Moreover let A a hipermatrix of range mXn, where a vector of five 
elements (A¡J) belongs to Rt and Pj with the following meaning of coordinates: 
which shows the number of operations in which the graph had a 
request edge between P j and R t (the number of edges are irrelevant); 
which shows, whether Pj had a request edge to Rt at the last opera-
tion between them (kJiu—1 if it had, otherwise 0); 
which shows the number of operations in which the graph had an 
acquisition edge between P j and (the number of edges are irre-
levant) ; 
which shows, whether R t had an acquisition edge to P j at the last 
operation between them (bJiu=1 if it had, otherwise 0); 
which shows the value of M at the last rewriting of kn and bn. 
This appearingly great amount of data makes possible to avoid updating all 
matrix elements at every operation (it would require 5mn steps). Rewriting of 
Aiy is needed only if P j executes some kinds of operation with R t or if we make 
use of the occurrence probability of the R ^ P j and the Pj-*Ri edges at the ex-
amination of the occurrence probability of necessary condition. 
Thus kji gives the frequency of request occurrence, and bjt gives the frequency 
of acquisition occurrence between P j and i?f. The probability of these requests 
and acquisitions can be measured with their relative frequency: 
the probability of Pj — Rt edge is kjJM, and 
the probability of R ^ P j edge is byJM. 




4- bjiu — 
5. Mjiu — 
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the antecedents of the system up to the moment of examination, and whose edges 
are existing with the former probabilities. 
We will divide the examinations about occurrence probability of necessary 
condition according to the previous chapter. So we introduce the numbers: 
71 
Si — for the value 2 Pj a t the reusable resource Rh and for the number of 
J = I 
requesting processes at the consumable resource Rh 
qi — for the number of occurrence frequency of necessary condition on the 
resource Rt (both types), 
qiu —: which shows, whether the necessary condition was satisfied after the 
last request or release operation with (qiu = 1 if it was, otherwise 0), 
Miu — which shows the value of M at the last change of qt, and 
w imin— which ¡is the smallest wk of or the P/s connected to it (the con-
nected processes have at least one edge to the reusable resource Rt, or 
they are producers of the consumable resource Rt). 
With the above numbers we can formulate the feasibility of the prescribed 
protections. The protection degrees can be satisfied in the case of deadlock due to 
one resource, if the occurrence probability of necessary condition (qJM) is smaller 
than the smallest wk of Rt and the processes concerned (w;min), thus qJM-^ wimhl. 
To the determination of deadlock probability due to more resources assume, 
that Pj is executing an operation with the resources of R* £ R, Then we try to 
build the graph, beginning with P} through the resources of R* in the case of 
request, and beginning with the resources of R* through Pj in the case of acquisi-
tion, i.e., we try to put the nodes into levels from the root (s) through the directly, 
secondarily etc. accessible nodes, where the k-th level consists of such resources 
or processes, to which there is an edge directed from at least one node of the (k—l)-th 
level. Thereby every node on the k-th level is accessible from the root (s) (P} or R*). 
Executing the request or acquisition operation the edges between the first and second 
level are existing surely, and our purpose is to examine the probability of a directed 
cycle in the graph, due to the newly introduced edges. Assume that after a request 
operation of P j , Pj appears once more say on the k-th level. This means a directed 
cycle, which includes the nodes Pj, a l 5 ..., ak_2, Pj. Mentioned previously the 
probability of P j ^ a L edge is considered to be 1, and the probability of a certain, 
say a„—an+1, edge in the cycle is k„3„+JM or blhn+1/M depending on the type 
of the edge (request or acquisition). Since the processes perform their request and 
acquisition operations in a nondeterministic manner, the existence of any two 
edges are independent events, and so the probability of any cycle in the graph can be 
obtained by multiplying the occurrence probabilities of the edges in the cycle. The 
correlation between the cycles are ignored and so the access probability of a node 
accessible through more than one paths is substituted with the highest probability 
of paths. 
But the complete tracing of the cycles is unnecessary, because we are interested 
„ in the feasibility of the prescribed protections, and not in the exact probability of 
a cycle. If there is an a i in the former example, for which the probability of getting 
from P j to a{ is smaller than the smallest wk of nodes on the mentioned path, 
then the further examination of this cycle can be ignored, since the prescribed protec-
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tion degrees are already satisfied on this path. For the sake of simplicity the exis-
tence of low probability parallel paths is neglected in this algorithm. 
Summarizing we must continue the cycle detection from P j until: 
1. for all paths from P j the condition mentioned above is fulfilled, and so 
we can satisfy the protection degrees, or until 
2. P j occurs once more in the graph, and the condition has not been fulfilled 
yet, so in this case we cannot satisfy the protection degrees for the nodes in the cycle. 
In the case of an acquisition operation executed by P} the graph building 
and the examinations can be made similarly. 
The time complexity of the algorithm ([6]) performing the above examinations 
is less than mn, since the examination of feasibility on one resource requires one 
step only (altogether m steps), and the number of steps needed at the cycle detection 
is surely less than mn, because not all the 2mn edges are considered. The other 
essential advantage of the strategy is the option of giving different protection degrees 
to processes and resources. Thus it is possible to rise the protection degree of a process 
as a function of the performed work. 
The strategy can be mixed with others, too. Thus it is easy to apply prevention 
or avoidance methods instead of statistical ones on singular resources. This is the 
case on every R i ; where w i m i n=0. 
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